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Sex Signals Reviews:
“The event was great. The presenters did a really good job, and the content was spot-on. I think
they addressed a lot of the complications and intersections tied to sexual assault and misconduct,
which was really important for our community. With virtual events, it has been hit or miss when
it comes to audience participation. I think how much the audience engaged is a testament to the
quality of the program.” -César Delgadillo, University of San Francisco
"The presenters, Anthony and Jessamyn, were terrific! They had incredible energy, chemistry,
and achieved a beautiful balance of comedy and seriousness - all through an online platform!
They performed three shows for us throughout the day and delivered on each one! Students were
engaged and we've received great feedback. I highly recommend bringing Sex Signals to your
campus!" -Amanda Kuster, University of Wyoming
"Marixa & Connor did a FANTASTIC job! I was truly impressed with their dynamic
relationship chemistry they displayed & their ability to talk about lots of traditionally tough
conversations. From their references and education to the audience of the Queer community,
racial & ethnic representation, domestic relationships dynamic, to mental & emotional wellbeing and so much more, they nailed it, truly! Their performance was everything and I've already
heard from students who participated that they really love the approach they took & appreciated
us having this program for them. Thank you again for your work to always make this show
successful & please sing my praise to Marixa & Connor for me." -Ty Hollowell, Berea College
“Once again you and your staff have provided us with a brilliant production that was easy to
book and a delight to work with from start to finish. Please, let the performers know that I am
still in awe of their capabilities and performances! In addition, I’ve had several students contact
me to let me know how great they thought the performances were. My colleagues and I are very
impressed with their skills and knowledge.” -Albra Wheeler, Bloomsburg University
“Great as always! We enjoy having them back year after year for Orientation programs. They are
super easy to work with. Excellent feedback and interaction from our students!” -Craig
Robertson, McKendree University
“The show was amazing! Students were super engaged and gave very positive reviews. The
actors were phenomenal and it was such a pleasure working with them.” – Farzana Katideen,
Rutgers University
“Annie and Chris were fantastic & engaging with a crowd of brand new freshmen. I really
appreciate the effort and talent of the actors and all that goes into making Sex Signals a program
that spreads such an important message.” - Mary Stall, Regis University

“I wanted to let you know that Sex Signals was great! I was so impressed with how they got
students to open up and talk about serious topics in such a nonthreatening way! Based on their
engagement in the presentation students really seemed to be listening and taking their message to
heart. I can’t wait to see what kind of impact their show will have on our campus!” - Donna Lee
Davis Sullins, Dalton State College
“Thanks for sharing!! It was a great event, George and Kristen were awesome….we were
standing room only/the most packed event I’ve ever attended as we were pushing just under 400
students…it was awesome!!!”
“…what a wonderful performance. Very serious, genuine, and timely. The actors were spot on,
top dead center for the message. It was a very effective way to approach a subject that makes
people defensive and guilt ridden. I would certainly recommend this performance to my peers in
college counseling centers.” - Karl Laves, PhD, Western Kentucky University

